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Abstract
A finite element model of cold pilgering with elastic roll dies have been developed and used to investigate the influence of roll
die deformation on the material flow, contact region, roll separating force and tube dimensions. Full scale experiments were
performed to validate the contact surface and tube dimensions. The results show that the influence of roll die flattening is not
significant on the contact length. However, elastic deformation of roll die has strong influence on both the wall thickness
reduction and roll separating force. Thus it is recommended to consider elasticity of roll dies when forces and tube dimensions
are estimated.
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1. Introduction
Cold pilgering is the major method used for cold forming of high precision seamless tubes. In this method, the
outer diameter and wall thickness of a tube preform is progressively reduced during several strokes to reach desired
tube dimensions [1]. Fig. 1 illustrates the schematic representation of the process. During the process, the tube
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preform is fed forward and turned after each stroke. Two roll dies are used to shape the outer surface while the
mandrel determines the inner diameter. The dimensional accuracy of the final tube is strongly dependent on the tool
geometry, motion and deformation.

Fig. 1. Illustration of the cold pilgering process.

During the 1950’s, analytical formulas were derived by Neumann & Siebel [2] and Geleji [3], based on strip
rolling analogy and assuming axi-symmetric conditions, to calculate the contact length, contact area and roll
separating force. In 1975, Yoshida et al. [4] showed large deviations between measured contact lengths and the
formulas in [2,3], which was mainly attributed to the lack of tube turning in the formulas. In 1994, Aubin et al. [5]
developed a semi three-dimensional (3D) analytical model based on a slab-method approach, which better describes
the material flow and approximatively includes turning. They also added factors to include roll die flattening and
wave propagation. They claimed that these discrepancies are due to the formulas, [2,3], do not account for the roll
die flattening, existence of bulges and wave propagation. Moreover, they found that the effect of the roll die
flattening can increase the contact length more than two times. Harada et al., [6], created a two-dimensional
generalized plane strain finite element model for the simulation of cold pilgering of a zircaloy tube. They also
included the flattened roll die radius and the wave factor as the same way in Aubin [5]. Recent authors showed that a
full 3D model is necessary to capture the asymmetric deformation of the process [7].
Three-dimensional finite element (FE) models of cold pilgering have been published [8-10] using rigid tools with
fixed or prescribed positions. The present authors developed a 3D FE model of the cold pilgering process adding
elastic springs to the rigid tools, by the basic idea of Nakanishi et al. [11], to account for tool displacements due to
forces in the process [12]. In the present paper, elastic roll dies are used to investigate the influence of roll die
deformation on the material flow, contact region, roll separating force and tube dimensions. For this investigation,
the previous model [12] is further developed using elastic roll dies. Full scale experiments are performed to validate
the contact surface and tube dimensions.
2. Model
2.1. Process parameters and material model
The initial hollow tube preform, see Fig. 1, is obtained from previous extrusion [13]. The diameter and wall
thickness are 60.3 and 8 mm, respectively. The finished tube diameter and wall thickness are 38 and 5 mm. The feed
step is 5 mm and the stroke rate is 110 rpm. The diameter of the roll dies is 443 mm.
The flow stress for the high-alloy austenitic stainless steel, Alloy 28, at room temperature and strain rate of 0.01
s-1 is shown in Fig. 2. Young`s modulus of the tube is 195 GPa and Poisson`s ratio is 0.29. Young`s modulus of the
roll dies is 210 GPa. The classical isotropic von Mises plasticity model was used in the FE model.
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Fig. 2. Flow stress curve.

2.2. Finite element model
The FE model consists of a rigid mandrel, a steering plate, a deformable tube preform, two deformable roll dies
and two rigid roll dies. The steering plate was used to feed and rotate the tube preform after each stroke. Control
nodes were used to prescribe motion and rotation of roll dies. The simulation totally includes 97 full strokes
(forward and backward) and one last forward stroke. After 97 strokes, the tube preform covered the mandrel. The
last forward stroke was then performed, with lower rpm (15 rpm), to replicate the stroke in the experiment after
which the contact surface and tube dimensions were measured. The results from this last forward stroke were used
to validate the model with experimental results.
The solid elements in the tube become elongated more than three times in the axial direction during the
simulation. Furthermore, a fine mesh is needed to be able to calculate the contact length and roll separating force
accurately. However, it is computationally very expensive task to perform all strokes for the tube preform with fine
mesh and using deformable roll dies. Therefore, the first 97 strokes were simulated with a coarser mesh in the tube
preform using rigid roll dies. The last forward stroke was simulated for two cases, deformable roll dies and rigid roll
dies, in which the result from the previous simulation (97 strokes) was used as the initial state. A 3D hex re-meshing
capability was used to refine the mesh in the tube preform before performing the final forward stroke simulation.
The length of the initial tube preform is 500 mm. It was meshed using eight-node hex elements with 48 elements
in the hoop direction, three in the radial direction and 50 in the axial direction giving a total of 7200 elements. After
97 strokes, the length of the tube preform became nearly 870 mm with various diameter and wall thickness over the
mandrel. During the re-meshing, elements in the distorted tube preform were refined to 96 elements in the hoop
direction and 700 in the axial direction giving a total of 201600 elements. The deformable roll dies were meshed
with four-node tet elements using Altair HyperMesh due to complexity of the geometry. Element size on the contact
surface (groove) was selected as 3 mm and a gradient was assigned towards the centre of the roll dies with the
maximum element size of 10 mm. The FE model with deformable roll dies, after re-meshing, is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. (a) the FE model; (b) close view from the groove-tube preform contact.
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As in the previous study [12] the roll dies, mandrel and tube preform were supported with springs to include the
elasticity of the roll stand, mandrel rod and tube preform. The spring stiffnesses were 9 MN/m for the mandrel rod,
36 MN/m for the tube preform and 6000 MN/m for the roll stand. The Coulomb friction model was employed with a
friction coefficient of 0.075. For the pre and post processing, commercial software, MSC.Mentat and Matlab, were
used. The model was solved by the finite element code MSC.Marc, version 2015, with implicit time stepping. The
nonlinear system of equations was solved by in an incremental, iterative procedure using the full Newton-Raphson
method. Adaptive time-stepping was used for the case in which 97 strokes was simulated (7200 elements in the
tube), where 1.135 ms was predominantly assigned for most time steps. The simulation required 34 h on an Intel
Xeon E5- 2680 v3 processor (24 cores, 3.07 GHz, 128 GB RAM). The simulations of the last forward stroke were
based on a time step of 1.44 ms. The rigid roll dies case with 201600 hex elements in the tube preform required 99
h. The case with elastic roll dies using 201600 hex elements in the tube preform and 414000 tet elements in the roll
dies required 115 h.
3. Experiment and validation
A full scale experiment was performed in the production mill to validate the contact surface and geometry of the
finite element model. The cold pilgering process was stopped once the tube preform covered the whole mandrel and
the surface was then painted. Afterwards the tube preform was fed 5 mm without turning and one forward stroke
was applied with lower rpm (15 rpm). Thereby the contact during the stroke could be traced (see Fig. 4a). The
measured contact arcs in the hoop direction along the working section were compared with the same arcs in the FE
model (see Fig. 4b). The comparisons of the length of contact arcs are shown in Fig. 5a. The lengths normalized by
theoretical circumference values along the mandrel. The experiment and FE model agree well. The partly formed
tube preform, see Fig. 4c, was used to measure the ODs at the groove bottom, called Small OD, and ovalized part,
called large OD to compare with the FE model. Fig. 5b illustrates the comparison between measured and computed
ODs, which are normalized by theoretical ODs, along the mandrel. Finally, comparisons between the experiment
and FE models with deformable and rigid roll dies are shown in Fig. 5c.

Fig. 4. (a) borders of contact surface between the tube preform and roll dies; (b) borders of contact surface between the tube preform and roll dies
in the FE model; (c) the tube preform cut out from the cold pilgering mill where OD and wall thickness of the tube at the right end are 60.3 and 8
mm, respectively.

Fig. 5. Validation of (a) contact arc; (b) outer diameter; (c) circumference.
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4. Comparisons of models with elastic and rigid roll dies
Results from the FE models with deformable roll dies and rigid roll dies were compared to evaluate the influence
of roll die deformation on the material flow, contact region, roll separating force and tube dimensions. The
coordinate system was placed to the beginning of the mandrel as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. (a) coordinate system in the FE model; (b) a section of the contact region.

A considerable difference was observed in the roll separating force, see Fig 7.

Fig. 7. Roll separating force along the working section.

Contact lengths between the roll dies and tube preform, see Fig. 6b, were evaluated along the hoop direction, θ, at
three different axial positions (Z= 75 mm, 150 mm and 500 mm). The result shows that roll die flattening in cold
pilgering has a very small influence on the contact length as shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Circumferential distribution of the contact length at (a) z=100 mm; (b) z=150 mm; (c) z=500 mm.

The differences in computed wall thickness between the cases with rigid and elastic roll dies were evaluated
along the working section at three different tangential positions, 30̊, 60̊, 90̊. Results are given in Fig. 9. The
maximum difference was observed at the groove bottom which is around 0.13 mm. This difference is nearly equal to
the half of the desired wall thickness reduction at the corresponding axial position, hence it cannot be ignored.
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Fig. 9. Difference in wall thickness between rigid and elastic roll dies along the working section at (a) θ=30̊; (b) θ=60̊; (c) θ=90̊.

5. Conclusion
A finite element model of cold pilgering has been validated w.r.t. contact conditions. Earlier studies [5,6] have
used adjusting parameters in Neumann & Siebel [2] and Geleji [3] formulas to account for the influence of roll die
flattening and wave propagation on the contact length. However, this study shows that the influence of roll die
flattening in cold pilgering is of minor importance when predicting contact length.
Accounting for elastic deformation of roll die strongly influences the wall thickness reduction and roll separating
force over the working section. Therefore it is necessary using elastic roll dies to be able to reach better estimation
of forces and tube dimensions.
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